Maternal exposure to influenza and cold in pregnancy and electrodermal activity in offspring: the Mauritius Study.
Data are in conflict concerning whether a mother's exposure to influenza in pregnancy gives rise to an increased probability that her offspring will develop schizophrenia. In Northern Hemisphere studies, exposure to influenza and cold tend to be confounded. The present study, carried out in Mauritius, examines the effect of maternal exposure to the virus and separately to cold on aspects of electrodermal activity that have been shown in other studies to be related to schizophrenia. The findings are that maternal exposure to influenza in the second and third trimesters gives rise to children who at the age of 3 years show electrodermal hyperresponsivity, whereas exposure to cold in the same periods gives rise to children who tend to be hyporesponsive. In both instances, exposure tends to produce lower levels of tonic activity than in those not exposed to the virus or to cold.